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Launch officials scrubbed the launch of a Boeing [NYSE:BA] Delta II rocket carrying NASA's STARDUST
spacecraft today one minute and forty-two seconds prior to lift-off.
The scrub was called after engineers noted the vehicle's beacon, used by range-safety tracking radar, showed
electrical current levels that were outside limits established for launch.
The beacon responds to range-safety radar, emitting signals that are used to determine the locations of the
vehicle during flight. The launch vehicle's beacon signals must fall within certain limits that are preestablished by the Eastern Range.
The one-second launch opportunity did not allow engineers enough time to analyze the data and recycle the
launch countdown to make another launch attempt today. The Delta launch team is assessing data to
determine its next course of action, and is proceeding with plans for another launch attempt tomorrow at
4:04:15 p.m. EST.
The launch weather officer is predicting a zero percent chance of weather criteria violation for tomorrow's
attempt. Media covering the STARDUST launch should meet at the Cape Canaveral Air Station Gate 1
Badge & ID Building at 2:15 p.m. EST. News photographers servicing remote cameras should meet at the
Kennedy Space Center News Center at 10:15 a.m. EST. Countdown coverage on NASA Television will
begin at 2:30 p.m. EST, continuing through spacecraft separation (approximately 28 minutes later). A postlaunch news conference will be held at the KSC News Center auditorium at 6 p.m. EST, which also will be
carried on NASA TV.
NASA Television is available on GE-2, transponder 9C, located at 85 degrees West longitude. Audio only of
STARDUST events also will be available on the "V" circuits, which may be dialed directly at (407) 8671220, (407) 867-1240, (407) 867-1260, (407) 867-7135, (407) 867-4003, (407) 867-4920. Information on
viewing the launch over the Internet is available at: http://stardust.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/launch_internet.html
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